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Adapting technology to your operation is seldom a simple task. We realize whether it is a piece of hardware 
or a prescription, every investment you make needs to provide a greater ROI than in the past. This year we will 
find more of a balance of services and hardware within these pages. Our focus is to provide recommendations 
that increase profitability, operational efficiencies, and time management. Those of us that make up the ACS 
team want to make sure that we are enabling you to maintain your license to operate.

CVA began providing Variable Rate Fertilizer Prescriptions in the 1990’s for our member-owners, little did 
we know that was the beginning of the Precision Ag movement. In 1996 we began selling and providing 
Precision Ag Equipment services when one of our patrons purchased their first Ag Leader Yield Monitor. 
Throughout the years CVA continued to provide prescription services and grew the Precision Ag Equipment 
department as GPS Guidance and Lightbars replaced Foam Markers.

In 2004, Norman Mieth, one of CVA’s Precision Ag Employees, decided it was time to brand what CVA was 
doing to set us apart from the competitors. In 2005, Advanced Cropping Systems by CVA was born, with 
the goal of having employees in the department dedicated purely to Precision Ag, and working to provide 
innovative and profitable solutions to producers through valuable technology. 

In 2007, ACS became a Trademarked brand of CVA and continues to be part of our Agronomy Division. Since 
2005, we have seen many changes in equipment with Machine Controlled Steering replacing Lightbars, VR 
drives replacing Ground Drives on Planters, and AutoSwath changing how we plant and apply fertilizer. 
Since 2005, Advanced Cropping Systems has expanded its Precision Data Services, from the early days of 
Grid and Zone Sampling, to now include VR Seeding, VR Irrigation, Moisture Probes, VR Nitrogen and more. 

Central Valley Ag continues to receive awards and accolades throughout the industry. With the help of the 
RD Division of CVA, ACS continues to research, test, and develop additional tools and solutions that you can 
use on your acres to increase profitability. 

Through all the changes and innovation, CVA remains dedicated to providing well-trained Precision Ag 
Specialists for our member-owners. The ACS team currently has three full-time Product Support Specialists to 
install and service products, and aid customers with other Precision Ag Hardware they have. Our team also 
includes nine full-time Regional ACS Specialists who provide the Prescriptions that drive your profitability. • • •
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THROUGH ALL THE CHANGES AND 
INNOVATION, CVA REMAINS 

DEDICATED TO PROVIDING WELL-
TRAINED PRECISION AG SPECIALISTS 

FOR OUR MEMBER-OWNERS
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AG LEADER® TECHNOLOGY 2017 will mark Ag Leader’s 
25th Year of offering the most integrated line of Precision Ag 
Equipment on the Market. It will also mark CVA’s 20th Anniversary 
of being an Ag Leader Dealer. As technology continues to evolve, 
we see the advent of many new things with Remote Data Transfer 
and Machine to Machine integration coming. Also, with the 
announced partnerships with John Deere and Precision Planting, 
Ag Leader is laying the groundwork to continue to be the most 
comprehensive single point solution for growers. Central Valley 
Ag is proud to be one of only two Ag Leader Blue Delta Dealers in 
our territory. Blue Delta is a designation that Ag Leader provides 
growers not just for sales, but more importantly for dealers that 
have the most elite precision farming experts. It’s employees are 
intensely trained and backed by the best resources in the industry.  
Learn more at agleader.com.

OUR PARTNERS BRINGING YOU

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS

PRECISION PLANTING® Precision Planting has come a 
long way since their beginnings in 1993 when they were started by 
Gregg Saudder. They began with the concept that improved seed 
placement was a fundamental agronomic principal that dictated 
crop success and yield. Through the years, Precision Planting has 
evolved from building a better seed meter, to building a better 
planter. Testing and Calibrating seed meters locally for you is still 
an important part of our services. But with the hardware we will 
showcase in the following pages, and especially the advent of the 
multi-hybrid planter; we are now poised to evolve our planter to 
new levels. Learn more at precisionplanting.com.

FIELDWISE LLC  In 2015, we began a relationship with 
FieldWise LLC based out of Ewing, Nebraska on Pivot Control 
Systems. In just a few short years we have seen this product line 
grow to offer solutions that have the grower’s needs in mind. 
FieldWise systems are engineered and built in Nebraska, but it’s 
their value and knowledge that makes them an excellent resource, 
and their support of pivots is second to none. Their technology 
works on virtually any system which makes it a great benefit to all 
growers. Learn more at field-wise.com.

360 YIELD CENTER® 360 Yield Center is fueled by 
a passion for the industry and the drive for maximizing crop 
potential. Their team is built up of agriculture industry leaders 
in agronomy, engineering and product development. This team 
works with and for farmers to gain control, make decisions and 
take action to capture more yield. These products just make sense, 
and while the company is still in its infancy, it has lots of potential 
ahead of it. Learn more at 360yieldcenter.com.
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On the map above you will see the circles, which indicate the areas with 
MyWay RTK Coverage. The shaded area shows the DigiFarm RTK network. 
Having two RTK solutions means we can provide the right type of RTK solution 
for your specific needs.
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AQUASYSTEMS™ BY CENTRAL VALLEY AG AND ADVANCED CROPPING SYSTEMS

AQUASYSTEMS
IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT AquaSystems by ACS uses a Dual EM sensor to map soil texture 
differences and RTK GPS to map field topography within 1.5” accuracy, providing information needed 
to determine optimum moisture probe location. This location is based on soil texture, slope, landscape 
position, areas of water flow and accumulation. These moisture probes coupled with AquaSystems VRI 
create an integrated irrigation management system backed by experienced, trained agronomists dedicated 
to efficiency and profitability. This information can also be utilized to variably manage crop inputs such as 
seed, nitrogen, phosphorus and potash. • • •

Price of Corn 
$3.25

x Average Yield 
Increase 13.3/bu 

corn/A

- Annualized 
Investment 
$12.01/A/yr

= Profit $31.21/A/
yr

5 year annual 
ROI to VRI Speed 

Control 3.7:1

Average Cost 
Reductions

$42/A heavy soils
$35/A sandy soils

- Annualized 
Investment
$9.75/A/yr

= Profit
$32.25/A/clay
$25.25/A/sand

5 yr ROI to 
Irrigation Mgmt. 

4.3:1 clay
3.6:1 sand

THERE ARE MANY 
THINGS TO 

CONSIDER WHEN IT 
COMES TO VARIABLE 

RATE IRRIGATION

OVER-IRRIGATION Unnecessary energy, repair & labor costs, 
nutrient loss due to leaching & yield redution due to a saturated 
soil profile are costly. UNDER-IRRIGATION Moisture stress at 
pollination can reduce corn yield by 6% per day. INCREASE 
YIELD VRI vs. FLat Rate Irrigation showed an average increase of 
13.3 bushel per acre. EFFICIENCY Matching water application 
rates to soil and crop requirements can improve water use 
efficiency 10-12%.

VARIABLE RATE IRRIGATION VRI uses the same EC and 
elevation data as AquaSystems Moisture Probes. This provides 
information needed to create VR Irrigation prescriptions based on soil 
water holding capacity or slope. Utilizing AquaSystems VRI we can 
develop and implement VRI solutions for any brand of center pivot 
system. We can use your OEM computer pivot panel or the Zempat 
telemetry unit from Fieldwise. This, coupled with AquaSystems moisture 
probes, is an integrated irrigation management system backed 
by experienced, trained agronomists dedicated to efficiency and 
profitability. Not every field will benefit from VRI, so ACS specialists 
evaluate the potential for improved irrigation system efficiency before 
you make the decision to invest.
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PACKAGE DETAILS COST NOTE

AquaSystems AquaCheck Moisture 
Probe Package

Probe owned by customer, 40” 10 sensor probe, 3 year warranty, 
Life-Time Telemetry System License

$1,650 
+ Service 
Program

AquaSystems Agronomy Service 
Program

Includes installation, removal, data and subscription fees, 
agronomy recommendations, training sessions and phone support. $775.00

AquaSystems Probe Rental Program Includes rental of AquaCheck Moisture probe, Yearly Telemetry 
System License, and Service Program $1,450/year Minimum 2 year 

contract

AquaSystems Rain Bucket 
(grower option) $100.00

EC Mapping EC & Topography mapping to model water holding capacity for 
Probe Placement and VRI

$1.50/Acre x 
4 years

Optional but 
recommended for 
probe placement

• Each inch of excess water removes 8 lbs. of N from the root zone.
• Average cost of applying 1” of water in NE Nebraska is $12 per acre.
• The average irrigator applies 4.5” more water than needed.
• AquaSystems Irrigation Management saved an average of 3-4” of water on silt loam soils, 2 - 2.5” of water on sandy soils. 
• You can add control hardware to implement VRI Speed Control to any electric drive pivot for under $1,200.00. 
• VRI Speed Control is compatible with any brand or age of electric pivot that has an AgSense, Fieldwise or Valley Tracker upgrade.

DID YOU KNOW?

PRICING & OPTIONS
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AQUASYSTEMS & FIELDWISE LLC FieldWise LLC 
offers remote telemetry and control for multiple aspects of farming. 
Acting like a 24/7 dedicated watchman, their ZempatTM platform 
constantly monitors your opperatation to keep you informed and 
up to date. Combined with FieldWise’s sophisticated, yet simple 
Web Portal, you can configure your operation to meet your 
needs. The web portal gives you full access to your operation with 
real-time alerts sent to your cell phone or email. If you are on the 
go, you can use the mobile version of the web portal, which puts 
your operation right at your fingertips. And pivots are not the only 
thing we can offer remote telemetry for. We will be adding more 
systems throughout the year in 2016.

Choosing the right options for your pivot is simple. We offer 
cutting-edge technology at an affordable price, along with 
superior customer service. We offer the ability to customize your 
pivot telemetry system to exactly what you need, but find that 
these 3 packages are our most popular. • • •

AQUASYSTEMS™ BY CVA & ACS

AQUASYSTEMS CONTINUED

PACKAGE DETAILS COST NOTE

Package 1: CVA Zempat 4* 
REA setup Includes: Start/anti-theft, end gun, speed & pressure transducer. $1,245 + $169/yr for always powered 

pivot

Package 2: CVA Zempat 4* 
generator setup Includes: End gun, speed, pressure transducer. $1,129 + $169/yr for pivots with 

generator

Package 3: CVA Computer 
Panel Control Compatible with FieldVision, Reinke Touch, T&L PLC III and Valley. $999 + $200/yr 

PRICING & OPTIONS
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SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASE PRODUCTION 
ON IRRIGATED CROPS BY APPLYING THE 

OPTIMUM AMOUNT OF WATER
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VARIABLE RATE

SEED
POPULATION Central Valley Ag’s ACS team can bring you many advantages with Variable Rate Seed. We analyze multiple 
data sources and develop a “foot by foot” yield potential for each field. An individualized seed rate formula determines seed rate 
based on yield potential and grower objectives. Grower information on high and low yield potential areas as well as minimum 
and maximum seed rates is incorporated into the seed prescription. An ACS prescription may have 10 to 12 different seed rates, 
depending on the variability in the field and the range of minimum and maximum seed rates established by the grower, while many 
competitive seed recommendations have only 3 to 5 rates. Increasing seed rates in high-yield areas and reducing seed rates in low 
yield areas results in higher average yield and reduces seed cost per bushel.  • • •

THERE ARE MANY THINGS TO 
CONSIDER WHEN IT COMES 

TO VARIABLE RATE SEED

POTENTIAL Crop yields are not uniform across the field. Differences in 
landscape position, slope, soil texture, fertility levels and other factors cause this. 
POPULATION Within limits, as plant population increases crop yields increase 
until the productive capability of the soil is reached. After that yield plateaus 
or declines with increased pop. ECONOMIC return is maximized when yield 
increases from higher seed rates no longer cover the cost of additional seed. 
SEED RATE VR Seed Rx developed by ACS specialists match seed rates to yield 
potential in every area of the field.

• ACS specialists began developing the procedures for VR 
Seed in 1997 and have delivered VR Seed Rx to growers 
since 2005.

• VR Seed Rx can save $1.50 - $4.00 per acre in seed costs.

• Growers see average yield increases of 7 to 10 bu per acre 
with VR seed Rx built using Variable Yield Goals.

• ACS specialists have written VR Seed Rx on more than 
500,000 acres since 2005.

DID YOU KNOW? Price of Corn $3.25
Seed Cost $3/K

X Average Yield Increase 8.5/
bu corn/A

+ Average $$ Seed Savings 
$2.75/A

- VR Seed Rx Investment 
$3.25/A/Yr

= Profit $27.12/A/Yr

Annual ROI to VR Seed
9:1

VR SEEDING MAP
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VR SEED RX DEVELOPED BY ACS 
SPECIALISTS MATCH SEED RATES TO 

YIELD POTENTIAL IN EVERY AREA OF THE 
FIELD.THE AVERAGE YIELD INCREASE IS 
7 TO 10 BU PER ACRE WITH VR SEED RX 
BUILT USING VARIABLE YIELD GOALS.
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VARIABLE RATE

NITROGEN
VR NITROGEN Central Valley Ag’s ACS team can provide you with many advantages when it comes to Variable Rate Nitrogen. 
Nitrogen rates are determined by yield potential, and ACS specialists analyze multiple data sources to develop a “foot by foot” 
Variable Yield Goal for each field. We develop a customized Nitrogen rate algorithm based on yield potential, Nitrogen credits and 
the soils ability to hold and to release N. Grower input on high and low yield areas, minimum and maximum N rates and application 
method is incorporated into this prescription. An ACS prescription may have as many as 10 to 12 different N rates, depending on the 
variability in the field and the range of minimum and maximum N rates established. Matching N rates in high and low yield areas to 
yield potential results in higher average yield, improved stalk quality and reduced N cost per bushel. • • •

• ACS specialists have been writing VR Nitrogen Rx commercially since 2010, and 
began the development of these concepts in 2007.

• ACS specialists have written VR Nitrogen Rx on more than 100,000 acres since 
introduction of the program.

• When compared to a VR Nitrogen application, a flat rate Nitrogen application may 
over apply as much as 30 lbs. per acre and under apply by as much as 50 lbs. per 
acre, increasing environmental risk and reducing yield. 

DID YOU KNOW?

VR NITROGEN MAP
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THERE ARE MANY THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN IT COMES TO VARIABLE RATE NITROGEN

YIELD POTENTIAL
Even when all 

fertility levels are 
sufficient, crop 
yields are not 

uniform across the 
field. 

YIELD + NITROGEN
As crop yield 

potential increases, N 
requirements increase 

until the productive 
capability of the soil 

is reached. 

ECONOMICAL
Economic return is 
maximized when 

yield increases from 
higher N rates no 

longer cover the cost 
of the additional N. 

MATCHING
VR Nitrogen Rx 

developed by ACS 
specialists match N 

rates to yield potential 
in every area of the 

field. 

MAXIMIZE YIELD
Often areas with high 
yield potential require 
less N per bushel than 
areas with lower yield 

potential. 
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PLACEMENT Managing your costs is something you think about 
almost every day. Balancing the need for equipment that performs to your 
needs and expectations vs wanting and having the newest technology is 
always a battle. Take planters for example. You may own a very nice 5 
year old 16 row planter, but as your operation has evolved, you may find 
yourself needing to cover more acres per day. Or perhaps you have a 
planter that you really like most things about, but not everything. Some 
people would be telling you to replace the planter, but have you thought 
about building on what you have.

FROM RIGHT PRODUCT MIX, TO THE PROPER 
INSTALLATION, TO SEASON AFTER SEASON OF 

SUCCESSFUL PLANTING, WE’RE THERE FOR YOU. WE 
EQUIP YOU WITH KNOWLEDGE AND SUPPPORT YOU 

WITH EXPERTISE.

Precision Planting offers us the most complete offering of hardware for 
our planter. But more important than that, is that the things we can add, 
change, and improve all have a really clear path to payback. Here is 
our idea of what we would do to your planter if you are ready to begin 
improving on your platform, and Precision Planting is the right choice for 
you. The beauty of this is, we can take this one step at a time, or go all in. 
Adding more pieces never means starting all over. • • •

PRECISION PLANTING 

SEED METERS

SUPPORT = SUCCESS
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IF THE SEED METER IS NOT CALIBRATED 
TO ITS MAXIMUM CAPABILITY IT DOESN’T 

MATTER WHAT WE DO THE REST OF THE 
YEAR, WE WILL HAVE TO FIGHT THE EFFECTS 

OF POOR PLACEMENT ALL SEASON.
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VSET SEED METER There is no question in this day and age that a vacuum meter is the premium 
way to deliver seed. If you have a finger meter system, a blower meter like AGCO, or a CNH 
planter, then the vSet is the premier seed metering system. Its high tolerances in engineering means 
it performs at an almost flawless rate. It has almost all of the same components of its older Brother, 
the eSet Meter, but packed into a smaller package. And the vSet is the foundation piece of the 
Precision Planter. Other Key Components rely on the vSet meter, so even if you have a John Deere 
Planter, the vSet may be our Cornerstone component.

VDRIVE Here is the beauty of putting an electric drive on your planter. You eliminate Clutches, 
Hydraulic Motors, Hex Shafts, Flex Joints, Couplers, Sprockets, Chains/Cable Drives/Cables, and 
Butterfly’s. That also happens to be a fairly comprehensive list of the things that can go wrong or fail on 
your planter. All of those things are also parts that require routine replacement or maintenance. Once 
those things are eliminated, we now have a toolbar that is pulling several one row planters. Whatever 
we need of that individual row from a population standpoint it can do. Maintaining seed spacing on 
curves, leaving rows for males in seed production, or accurate deployment of an ACS VR Seeding 
Prescription. It just happens the way we want, season after season.
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DELTAFORCE Bad Root Structure is a hidden loss. With too much weight on your row units, you 
get compacted roots and poor soil structure. With too little, you get seeds too close to the surface and 
uneven emergence. DeltaForce replaces the springs or air bags on your current planter with hydraulic 
cylinders. It automatically increases or reduces weight several times per second with military precision 
on each row individually.  Row by row, foot by foot, even seed by seed, you produce an environment 
that fosters uniform germination, optimum growth and maximum yield. You can put DeltaForce on most 
Deere, CaseIH, Kinze and select White planter models.

FURROWJET FurrowJet is designed to accurately places liquid fertilizer in ideal locations for 
nutrient absorption. The attachment mounts behind the seed tube to Precision Planting’s Keeton 
firmer bracket. It rides in the furrow right behind an integrated seed firmer with wings that slice 
the furrow sidewall to apply liquid fertilizer ¾ of an inch away from the seed on both sides of the 
furrow. It is a great option for growers who have been using just a surface band, or are not happy 
with their current starter placement.

SPEEDTUBE SpeedTube isn’t for everybody. As speeds increase, today’s planters struggle to 
maintain good spacing. SpeedTube allows you to increase your speed and ensure spacing accuracy, 
while maximizing your planting window. The secret is in the flighted belt that takes gravity out of the 
equation. There’s no opportunity for seeds to ricochet into the trench. Even at twice the speed you 
normally plant, every seed arrives safely at the bottom of the trench, spaced evenly, every time. If the 
idea of sticking with a smaller planter, but getting more acres, even if it is a 20% increase per day, is 
appealing to you, the maybe SpeedTube is right for you.
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AG LEADER® DOWNFORCE 
CAN CONNECT TO THE 

DISPLAY YOU ALREADY HAVE 
IF IT IS VIRTUAL TERMINAL 
COMPATIBLE. THAT MEANS 

YOU DON’T HAVE TO INVEST 
IN ANOTHER DISPLAY TO ADD 
THIS TECHNOLOGY TO YOUR 

PLANTER.

HYDRAULIC DOWN FORCE BY

AG LEADER®

EMERGENCE One of the great things for growers is that we have choices when it comes to our planters. If you like a clean cab with only 
one display to look at, then Ag Leader® is for you. Guidance, Steering, Seed Tube Monitoring, and Hydraulic downforce all on one screen 
makes it simple to keep planting on track and the long days seem a little easier. This year, Ag Leader® has taken another step towards full 
control of the planter with the addition of electric row drives.

Ag Leader® also recognizes that sometimes you don’t want to start over and redo all the electronics in your cab. So they offer some options 
to integrate their products into your display. Here is our thoughts on building a better planter that also gives you better options for steering, 
spraying, and harvest as well. Ag Leader® has always offered the complete solution, and they continue to build on that promise in 2017.  • • • 

HYDRAULIC DOWN FORCE Controlling a planter’s down force is a proven way to improve 
consistency in emergence and increase yield. Ag Leader® Hydraulic Down Force gives us the option 
to control sections on your planter, or row by row control of our down pressure needs on each row to 
allow for consistent planting depths across various topography and soil conditions. The Ag Leader® 
system also offers an Accumulator that acts as a cushion to minimize row unit stress and bounce cause 
by in-field obstacles like rocks and badger holes. Independent research by Becks Hybrids has shown an 
average of an 11 bpa increase over manual downforce in corn.
• Ag Leader® Down Force can connect to the Display you already have if it is Virtual Terminal compatible. 

That means you don’t have to invest in another display to add this technology to your plant.
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SUREDRIVE True to Ag Leader’s traditional “color-blind” approach, SureDrive is built to install on 
most major planter brands on the market. The high torque electric drive motor isn’t tied to a specific 
brand or type of seed meter, including hard pulling finger meters, making it able to optimize the meter 
and planter you already have. SureDrives automatically adjust meter speed on each row to keep a 
consistent population around turns, contours and terraces. And SureDrive gives us the ability to easily 
and effectively execute your ACS VR Seeding prescription. 
• A 3% increase in Singulation could mean SureDrives pay for themselves in only 561 acres.

INCOMMAND 1200 DISPLAY WITH ADVANCED SEED MONITORING Let’s be honest. Nobody watches their 
screen so much at planting time that they catch errors right away. There are too many things going on around us to be that focused. But with 
Advanced Seed Monitoring, we don’t have to watch all the time, we have a map providing us a look back in time, while we are there.  We 
can take advantage of more data with Split Screen Advanced Seed Monitoring. Utilizing the map screen for visual performance data, you 
can see where a problem started and on what row to make the proper machine changes to save yield.
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CLEANSWEEP 
CONTROLLER

AIRFORCE

CLEANSWEEP

SIMPLICITY the CleanSweep is not only one of the simplest products you 
can add to a planter but perhaps also one of the most needed. Floating Row 
Cleaners are there to sweep away residue, but not soil. How often do these 
need to be moved to have them working the way they truly should? Pass to pass? 
Field to field? End rows tilled but nothing else? But it is such a time-consuming 
job on a big planter that it gets ignored. CleanSweep is a simple system with 
three parts; a dual air cylinder on each row to raise and lower the cleaners, a 
simple controller in the cab, and an air compressor. If you already have active 
air force on your planter in most cases, we can tie into that air supply for the 
clean sweeps. Clean Sweep does not have to be tied into any monitor; it is its 
own self-contained unit that is nothing more than a box with a valve handle 
that you turn one way to apply down force on the clean sweeps and the other 
way to add some lift on your clean sweeps. Clean Sweep can be mounted to 
virtually any floating row cleaner. So that includes your Martin row cleaners 
and Yetter row cleaners. We also can help you out with a solution if you do not 
have the floating row cleaners and have a fixed unit. We are a dealer for Yetter 
row cleaners. Yetter row cleaners have high strength steel arms that hold wheels 
firmly to move through tough residue. These row cleaners are compatible with 
almost all planters and row spacing of 20” to 40”. Couple that with the shark 
tooth wheel that will allow you to move and cut the toughest residue issues.• • •

ROW CLEANER ADJUSTER

CLEANSWEEP

PACKAGE DETAILS COST NOTE

Air Already on Planter Air Cylinders & Controller $210/row Estimate only, prices 
may vary.

Including Air Compressor Air Cylinders & Controller & Air Compressor $260/row Estimate only, prices 
may vary.

Yetter Floating Row Cleaner Included Shark Tooth Wheels $460/row Estimate only, prices 
may vary. 

PRICING & OPTIONS
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NOT ONLY ONE OF THE SIMPLEST 
PRODUCTS YOU CAN ADD TO A 

PLANTER, BUT PERHAPS ONE OF THE 
MOST NECESSARY
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DISPLAY COMPARISON
 PRODUCT DETAILS COST

Ag Leader® 
InCommand 1200

• FlagShip Display, Full Color 12.1” HD TouchScreen with Tablet Like Interaction including 
WiFi 

• Split screen view
• Row by row mapping
• Advanced planter control 
• ISOBUS/Universal Terminal/Task Controller
• Syncs data, maps with iPad using AgFiniti Mobile

$5,495.00

Ag Leader® 
InCommand 800

• Medium Size Display, Full Color 8.4” HD TouchScreen with Tablet Like Interaction 
including WiFi

• ISOBUS/Universal Terminal/Task Controller
• Syncs data, maps with iPad using AgFiniti®Mobile
• An ideal second display, or the economical first step into your Precision Farming 

operation

$2,595.00

Ag Leader® Compass 
Display

• Simple and affordable precision farming system when all you need is an affordable light 
bar, or a simple display to run only a steering system.

• 7” color touchscreen with built in Lightbar.
• Fully compatible with our automated steering systems, and features all of the most 

common guidance pattern options, as well as advanced patterns like SmartPath.
• Ability to control ISOBUS compliant implements like sprayers and seeders. 

Compass 
without GPS for 

Steering with 
GeoSteer or 

SteerCommand
$1,195.00

20/20 SeedSense 

• Made by Precision Planting
• Great addition for those using a CNH, White or Kinze planter that already has an OEM 

guidance system.
• If you have an older planter and aren’t ready for auto guidance, this is a great choice.
• It reports population, tracks skips or doubles so you can fix them on the spot.
• Details your row unit ride, so you see more than just down force, you see ground contact 

helping you reduce compaction and control depth.

$3,750.00



DISPLAY FEATURES AL InCommand 
1200 

AL InCommand 
800 AL Compass Precision Planting 

20/20 SeedSense

Display Size 12.1” 8.4” 7” 8.2”

Split Screen X

AutoSwath X X

Multiple Product Control Up to 8 Up to 3 X

Video Camera Inputs 4 4

PWM, Servo Hydraulic Control Valves X X X

Guidance - Lightbar Guidance X X X

Guidance - Steering X X X

Planting - Population Monitoring X X

Planting - Split Planter Logging X X X

Planting - Hydraulic Downforce Control X X X X

Planting - Hydraulic Down Logging X w/iPad

Planting - Row by Row Planter Performance Mapping X w/iPad

Planting - Combination of Seed and Starter Control X X X

Planting - Pnuematic Down Force Control X

Planting - Air Seeder Support X X

Application - Liquid Product Control 10 Sections 10 Sections

Application - ISOBUS Liquid Product Control 36 Sections 36 Sections

Application - Variable Rate Control UP TO 8 UP TO 3

Application - Smart Report X

Application - Strip-Till X X

Application - Chemical Injection X X

Application - OptRx Crop Sensors X

Grain Harvest X X X

Harvest - Hybrid Background Map X w/iPad

Harvest - Variety Tracking X w/iPad

Harvest - Load Variety Maps from Computer X w/iPad

ISOBUS - Virtual Terminal Support X X X

ISOBUS - Multi Product Task Controller Support X X

Water Management - Topography Mapping X X

Water Management - Intellislope Plow Control X X
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AG LEADER® GUIDANCE &

STEERING
FROM AG LEADER® The next generation of Guidance and Steering offered by Ag Leader® is here. Ag Leader® realizes that 
like many other things, a growers steering system needs to be adaptable and grow with them. Today’s needs may not be the same in 
12 or 36 months. Ag Leader addressed this with the new generation of their steering systems. The GPS 6500, OnTrac 3, and Steer 
Command work independently, or together to give the grower flexibility for their needs. • • • 

GPS The GPS 6500 may be the perfect GPS receiver. It’s full scalable from WAAS to TerraStar, 
to RTK, with GLONASS standard. It provides increased uptime with StableLoc. StableLoc 
maintains accurate steering - even when your correction signal is temporarily lost - by seamlessly 
transitioning to the next available signal source. When the signal is restored, the system will then 
transition back to the higher accuracy source, eliminating position jumps. Terrastar-C gives us a 
position option near RTK with a price point that is lower.

STEERCOMMAND SteerCommand provides all the same features that its little brother the 
OnTrac 3 has, with many more options. SteerCommand is for growers that want a system 
integrated into their vehicles hydraulic steering system. And vehicles that are already steer 
ready from the factory can easily be hooked up with a simple kit, or for an older vehicle, we can 
do complete installations including new a new hydraulic valve. SteerCommand also uses the 
same platform that GeoSteer and ParaDymes used. That means that we can upgrade current 
Ag Leader Steering users to new and better performing system without scrapping everything 
we already have.

ONTRAC 3 The OnTrac 3 provides an economical way to add assisted steering to your 
operation. It moves easily from vehicle to vehicle so one system can go from planter to sprayer 
to combine. It has a tougher motor to provide better longevity than earlier models. Also, it 
incorporates a nine-axis Terrain Compensation module for the performance you demand in the 
field. It can be controlled by all of our current Ag Leader Displays and has installation kits for 
over 700 vehicles.
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PACKAGE DETAILS COST NOTE

GPS 6500 & SteerCommand WAAS/EGNOS $6,495 6-8” Accuracy

GPS 6500 & SteerCommand with RTK CDMA Relay $11,745 Sub 1” Accuracy

GPS 6500 & TerraStar Unlock TerraStar - C $7,995 Sub 2-5” Accuracy

GPS 6500
GLONASS standard GPS receiver that offers multiple differential 
correction options.
• Including RTK, TerraStar-D, WAAS/EGNOS
Offers Key Upgrades
• Ability to extend RTK further from the base for more 

availability
• Better performance and uptime when surrounded by trees.
• Simulated Radar Output
TerraStar currently offers corrections comparable to OmniStar 
XP, but with better availability and uptime.
SteerCommand can be ordered with the Relay system to 
provide RTK corrections.

Relay provides a modem that works great with RTK networks or 
a radio for local base station options.
SteerCommand Steering Module
• 9-axis terrain compensation brings a new level of terrain 

correction to our cabs.
• StableLoc function maintains accurate steering - even when 

your correction signal is temporarily lost, it seamlessly 
transitions to the next available signal source.

• Once signal is restored, the system will then transition back 
to the higher accuracy source, eliminating position jumps.

• Uses same vehicle kits that the GeoSteer used.
• Adapt to any vehicles steer ready valve, or put our own 

valve on if one is not already in place.

PRICING & OPTIONS
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DIRECTCOMMANDTM ISO

DIRECTCOMMAND™

AG LEADER® CONTROL ON

APPLICATIONS
GAIN CONTROL with DirectCommand™ you can control liquid products, dry spreading, strip 
till, anhydrous ammonia, and even manure application. Ag Leader® lets you adjust and record 
field application based on manually entered target rates or by using rates from a variable rate 
prescription file. Direct Command’s Auto Swath feature reduces over-application and product waste 
by automatically turning the applicator sections on/off based on field boundaries and already-
applied areas as it passes over the field. While most people think of Pull-Behind or Self Propelled 
Sprayers when they think of application control, you might be surprised to find that planters are 
the number one thing that we install Direct Command in. Direct Command can control the liquid 
system on the planter whether it is a hydraulic or electric system. Through ISO on the monitor that 
you already have in your cab, without adding another monitor. The system is compatible with 
ISOBUS standards for Virtual Terminal and Task Control. This functionality allows using the system 
with other brands of Virtual Terminal and Task Control compatible displays.  • • •

PACKAGE DETAILS COST NOTE

Direct Command Liquid Kit Easy to use structured methods to calibrate the flow, pressure & 
ground speed sensors. $1,950 - $2,350 Supports up to 24 

boom sections

Custom Dry Systems, Strip-Till, Anhydrous & Manure $2,200 range Add $750 for 
AutoSwath on Versa

PRICING & OPTIONS
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AG LEADER LETS YOU ADJUST AND 
RECORD FIELD APPLICATION BASED 

ON MANUALLY ENTERED TARGET 
RATES OR BY USING RATES FROM A VR 

PRESCRIPTION FILE
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AG LEADER®

AGFINITI
BEING CONNECTED makes farming easier and more efficient by allowing for more decision making on the go. AgFiniti 
connects you to your operation, your trusted advisors, and your data. Access to your data and your maps from the field, the office, or 
while meeting with your trusted advisors; through your iPad, tablet, laptop or even your smartphone has never been easier!

Display information, including maps and guidance lines, synced across field activities increases 
productivity and quick decision making. Sharing data between multiple displays running in the same 
field, running in different fields, or running across the operation is now seamless. DisplayCast adds real-
time, display-to-display communication to the InCommand 1200 and InCommand 800. This information 
gives you the tools you need, in your hands to make a scouting decision, input decisions, or anything else 
you need real time.

InCommand displays will share coverage maps for swath control, guidance lines, field summary information, yield and planting maps 
and more. No matter the season, there is always a short window of time to optimize productivity. Having guidance lines, coverage 
maps, and other valuable decision-making data helps growers run at full speed. Sharing data between multiple displays running in 
the same field, running in different fields, or running across the operation is now seamless.
With the AgFiniti Mobile App, knowledge is power. When you leave the field, take your data, maps and reports with you on your 
iPad with the free AgFiniti Mobile app. No data plan or internet connection required. You can see information from multiple machines 
- sync data from multiple displays onto one iPad. Connect AgFiniti Mobile to your AgFiniti Cloud account to access your planting, 
application and harvest information from anywhere. 

You can also choose to subscribe to AgFiniti Mobile Data Transfer or AgFiniti Mobile Support. You can use 
you Smartphone to create a “Hot Spot” to connect it to the internet. You can set up a link with your trusted 
Crop Advisor so that they can download data as soon as you are done in the field and have reports ready 
for you sooner. Mobile Support lets your ACS Equipment Technician remotely view your display whenever 
you need assistance. This gets you back up and running faster because you don’t have to wait for someone 
else to be in your cab to diagnose a problem. 

And what about the security of your data? Ag Leader makes no claims to ownership or the right to use your data. It will only be 
shared with people that you approve. Read the terms of use agreement, and you will see that other companies either claim that they 
can use your data, or they don’t mention it at all. Think about it. Ag Leader is an independent company; they have nothing to gain by 
looking at your data. Other companies are tied in with seed or insurance companies. Imagine how valuable your data is to them. • • • 
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INTERNET BASED SYSTEM THAT LETS 
YOU STORE, ACCESS AND SHARE YOUR 

FIELD DATA FROM ANYWHERE
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AG LEADER® YIELD

MONITORING
YIELD MONITORING is one of the oldest pieces of Precision Ag, and one of the most overlooked. Ag Leader® continues 
to have the Yield Monitor everyone else in the business looks up to for accuracy and ease of use. In fact, Lexion now offers their 
combines Ag Leader® ready. It is also very easy to install Ag Leader® monitors in New Case and John Deere combines. They require 
a simple cable kit and a couple of modules because Ag Leader® makes many of the parts of the OEM Yield Monitor Systems. Integra 
and Versa displays are compatible with the Ag Leader® Yield Monitor. However, there are two key differences between the systems. 
The Integra can display a variety map from planting in the background, and it can also switch your “loads” based on this data to 
help you know more about your hybrids, varieties, moisture, and yield. This all runs at the same time your display is controlling your 
steering system, including many row guidance steering systems.  • • •
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YIELD MONITORING

PACKAGE DETAILS COST NOTE

John Deere
CASE IH
CASE IH

• JD - S500, S600
• 5088, 6088, 7088 YM Ready
• 10, 20 & 30 Series YM Ready

$2,000 Estimate only, prices 
may vary.

John Deere
CASE IH
Gleaner
Massey, Challenger

• 9000 Series
• 21XX, 23XX, 25XX
• R or A Series

$3,900 Estimate only, prices 
may vary.

New Holland YM Ready CR $2,900 Estimate only, prices 
may vary.

Lexion 400, 500, 600 & 700 $4,500 Estimate only, prices 
may vary.

Lexion Quantimeter $1,200 Estimate only, prices 
may vary.

YIELD MONITORING INVESTMENT
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Customer:
5.9 mph
11 in-lb
28 RPM

Population
30.0

Target: 30.0
Row Spacing: 

30 in

Singulation
99.9%

Skips    0    0.0%
Mult’s   1    0.1%

Seed Release 
Index

Middle 6.8%
Bottom 9.6%

Planter:
Memo:
Row: 3
Meter Type : Vacuum 27
Singulator:

Loss/Acre

Good

Vacuum

20.0 in

Crop : Corn
Seed : Medium Round
Desc: Med Round
Test Run : 78

EXAMPLE 
OF METER 

PERFORMANCE 
REPORT

ESET VAC METER

VSET VAC METER

PRECISION 
FINGER METER

SEED METER

CALIBRATION
PRECISION Planting Meter Max Ultra system is what we use to test meters ability to singulate seed. Many factors are at play 
when trying to achieve that picket fence stand in your field, but where to start? With the meter itself, and it’s ability to singulate seed. 
In 100 side by side trials over three years conducted by an independent seed company, it was proven that on average, annual meter 
calibrations will add an average of 5.7 bu per acre. You should be getting 98%-99.5% singulation from your meters. An uncalibrated 
meter typically comes in running from 85% to 97%. When each percentage point of singulation can add up to 1.5 bu/A there is a 
loy of room for improvement. If the seed meter is not calibrated to its maximum capability it doesn’t matter what we do the rest of the 
year, we must fight the effects of poor placement all season.

We can test and service almost any type of seed meter whether it’s a finger or vacuum meter. It doesn’t matter if the meter was made 
by Precision Planting or is an OEM meter from John Deere, Case IH, Kinze, White, Great Plains, or Monosem. Once we get your 
meters, we test their performance using the seed size you intend to plant and record the performance of the meter based on your 
populations and planting speeds. Following this testing, we will have a print out of how the meter performed. At that time, we decide 
the proper course of action. If testing indicates your meters need service, we will determine if repairs or if replacement is the best 
course of action. If repair is needed, you will receive a quote from CVA of the estimated cost. Upon approval, we will clean, replace 
any needed parts, and properly set and balance the meter. Following the repairs or replacement, we do a final performance test 
detailing the performance of each meter. Upon completion, your meters will be returned to your CVA location for you to pick up.  • • •
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Customer:
5.9 mph
11 in-lb
28 RPM

Population
30.0

Target: 30.0
Row Spacing: 

30 in

Singulation
99.9%

Skips    0    0.0%
Mult’s   1    0.1%

Seed Release 
Index

Middle 6.8%
Bottom 9.6%

Planter:
Memo:
Row: 3
Meter Type : Vacuum 27
Singulator:

Loss/Acre

Good

Vacuum

20.0 in

Crop : Corn
Seed : Medium Round
Desc: Med Round
Test Run : 78

PACKAGE DETAILS COST

Performance Testing Meter assessment and SINGLE test on stand. $15 per meter

Meter Test & Repair Meter assessment and repair, includes initial test, labor for repairs (no parts), cleaning, 
calibration and post repair test. $30 per meter

Precision Meter Conversion 
Standard

Installation of eSet, vSet or Finger Meter kits on any planter - excluding John Deere Central Fill 
*with the mini hopper box attached to meter. Includes: initial test, labor (no parts) , cleaning, 
calibration and post installation test.

$30 per meter

Precision Meter Conversion 
Pro Max

Installation of eSets kits on John Deere Central Fill Planters. Includes: initial test, labor (no parts), 
cleaning, calibration and post installation test. $50 per meter

METER REPAIR

METER REPLACEMENT
PACKAGE DETAILS COST NOTE

eSet Vacuum Meter For John Deere Vacuum Planters.
$122 - standard JD Box
$136 per row Pro Series

$136 per row 17x5 Series

ESets can handle any seed 
without needing to change 
vacuum pressure, disk or 

singular settings.

vSet Vacuum Meter Replaces meters in Deere 7000, 7200 & 17XX planters. 
Kinzie 2000 & 3000 series, Case 12XO or Kinzie EdgeVac. $190 per row Soybean insert needed in 

$65 per row.

Precision Finger Meter Designed to replace finger meter systems. $180 per row Improve or replace OEM 
Finger Meters.
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360 Y-DROPTM

TARGETS N APPLICATION 
DIRECTLY AT THE STALK 

BASE.

CAPTURING YIELD & GIVING YOU CONTROL

360 YIELD CENTER

360 Y-DROP™ A gives you more control over when and where you 
apply nitrogen to your crops. The unique design allows you to apply late-
season nitrogen — even up to tassel. And since corn uses 75 percent of 
nitrogen after the V10 stage, a late-season nitrogen application can help 
you improve yield in ways you haven’t been able to before. • • • 

KEY FEATURES
• Late-season nitrogen application.
• Precision nitrogen placement.
• Variable rate nitrogen application.

DESIGNED FOR
• Providing precision placement of Nitrogen, as well as phosphorus, 

potassium and micronutrients, within 2 to 3 inches of crop row.
• Targeting Nitrogen application directly at the stalk base.
• Using stem water to move nitrogen into the soil and root zone.
• Applying without scoring the soil to reduce cracking. 

CAPTURING MORE YIELD The 360 Yield Center is fueled by a passion for the industry and their experience in maximizing 
crop potential. They are industry leaders in agronomy, engineering and product development. The team at 360 Yield Center is 
passionate about farming and has a deep interest in helping fellow farmers. This makes them a great partner for CVA. • • • 
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360 YIELD CENTER IS FUELED BY A 
PASSION FOR THE INDUSTRY AND 

EXPERIENCE IN MAXIMIZING CROP 
POTENTIAL.
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360 CHAINROLL Create the right environment for soil microbes and nitrogen availability with a new 
approach to residue management. 360 CHAINROLL™ chops and crimps stalks, making residue more available 
to microbial breakdown for better soil health and nutrient availability. The advanced, patented design also leaves 
most sections connected — like a chain — for more stable residue pieces so you don’t experience clusters of small, 
confetti-like residue that tie up nitrogen and impede seedbed preparation.

KEY FEATURES
• Precision cutting
• Precision sizing
• Precision residue management

DESIGNED FOR
• Cutting stalks precisely for pickup by row cleaners for a clear seedbed.
• Crimping and scoring stalks to expose the interior to microbes.
• Sizing stalks for faster decomposition and microbial breakdown.

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR  
AMMONIA INVESTMENT.
Vapor and cold flow anhydrous ammonia application systems rely on tank pressure for 
distribution and injection, which can cause them to unevenly deliver NH3 from row to 
row. That wide application variance causes streaking in the field and can rob you of yield. 
Traditional application systems also limit your NH3 application timing depending on the 
temperature, and freezing and build-up at the injection point hamper sealing. 360 EQUI-FLOW™ 
with Liquimatic Technology takes a new approach for better row-to-row accuracy and a 
wider window of application.

360YIELDCENTER.COM

KEY FEATURES

  Precise row-to-row accuracy 
  Wider window of application 

PRECISION NH3 APPLICATION IS POSSIBLE. 

Anhydrous ammonia is an economical and practical way to set a nitrogen foundation in the fall. But, conventional 
NH3 application systems limit your flexibility and your return on investment. 360 EQUI-FLOW ensures row-to-row 
accuracy so you can build an even, strong foundation for full-season nitrogen management. 

 

   Keeps NH3 liquid all the way to the injectors
  Improved sealing at the injection point

   Centrifugal pump boosts pressure for even application regardless of rate and temperature.

  Pre-assembled base unit works with any controller or monitor.

360 EQUI-FLOW manages pressure and keeps NH3 liquid all the way to the injectors 
to ensure NH3 is distributed equally to every row, even in cooler temperatures, with far 
fewer losses and no crop damage. Better application means better use of ammonia and 
better-performing crops. And, a wider window of application, despite the temperature, 
means more flexibility for your operation.  

360 EQUI-FLOW™ Vapor and cold flow anhydrous ammonia application systems rely on tank pressure for distribution and injection, 
which can cause them to unevenly deliver NH3 from row to row. That wide application variance causes streaking in the field and can rob you 
of yield. Traditional application systems also limit your NH3 application timing depending on the temperature, and freezing and build-up at 
the injection point hamper sealing. 360 EQUI-FLOW™ with Liquimatic Technology takes a new approach for better row-to-row accuracy 
and a wider window of application.

KEY FEATURES
• Precise row-to-row accuracy.
• Wider window of application
• Keeps NH3 liquid all the way to the injectors
• Improved sealing at the injection point
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360 BULLET™ Traditional ripper points can leave 8-inch to 10-inch berms of tight, 
collapsed soil below the surface. When roots hit these, they funnel to the bottom of the trench, 
which is closed by the smear left behind by the ripper point. 360 BULLET™ fractures the full 
soil profile, giving roots a smooth transition to the subsoil’s moisture reserves. The unique 
design of 360 BULLET™ creates mini-earthquakes that fracture more of the soil profile. This 
improves root penetration and access to nutrients, laying the ground for a better harvest.

Moving more soil doesn’t mean using more horsepower or fuel. In a series of half-mile trials 
in various soil types, with the same tractor and ripper, the 360 BULLET™ took less than 5% 
longer to finish and was within 0.2MPH pulling speed of traditional ripper points. 

360 YIELD SAVER Traditional corn heads have gaps in the deck plates and gathering 
chains that result in corn kernels falling right through. 360 YIELD SAVER eliminates gaps by 
adding intermeshing bristles to traditional gathering chains to capture significantly more 
kernels. Field tests show that 360 YIELD SAVER typically captures an additional 1.8 bushels 
per acre. The savings add up quickly. Consider the return on investment for a typical corn 
operation. With an eight-row head covering 750 acres per year, a grower could expect 
gross yield savings of over $16,000 and a net profit of over $7,000. That’s a 76% return 
on investment. 

In addition to the yield capture, header management improves. You no longer have to 
manage the header speed to minimize header loss. You can optimize head and feeder 
house speed to ground speed and crop flow. Plus, because 360 YIELD SAVER can capture 
nubbins and undersized ears, you have more flexibility in deck plate spacing. 

AVAILABLE FOR THE FOLLOWING MODELS
• CASE IH 870, 875, 530 and 730 ripper models.
• John Deere 512 and 2730 ripper models.
• Landoll 2410 and 2430 ripper models.
• Kuhn Krause Dominator ripper models. 
• DMI 530 and 730 ripper models.
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CENTRAL VALLEY AG

FINANCING
FLEXIBILITY Central Valley Ag offers our growers the option to finance 
almost any qualified Precision Ag Equipment purchases. CVA uses two 
different lenders, both of which specialize in financing Precision Ag Equipment. 
Financing is offered for 12 to 24 months with flexible payment plans on 
qualified equipment purchases. With the return on investment for many of our 
products being two years or less, financing allows the grower to upgrade to 
latest technology now and spread the cost until it essentially pays for itself. 
Having the right technology to manage inputs is critical to your bottom line and 
this program is a tool to get that technology in your hands. • • • 

STAY INFORMED PRECISION IMPACT

The CVA blog at cvacoop.com provides 
Agronomy Updates each week. Our experts 
provide articles and videos with relevant 
information on R&D and insights on the latest 
technology in Precision Ag. Visit our website 
or follow us on social media to stay informed. 

WHAT NOW?
Talk to your CVA Field Sales Agronomist 

to start making strategic decisions for 
the 2017 growing season. Don’t know 
your local FSA? Visit cvacoop.com to 

find a CVA location near you.

In 2015, CVA was awarded the Precision 
Impact Award (PIA) for the Plains-West 

Region. This award is presented to the retailer 
that has the biggest impact on their company, 
customers, and the environment through their 

Precision Ag and New Technologies.

FOLLOW 
US

facebook.com/centralvalleyagcoop

linkedin.com/company/central-valley-ag-coop

@CentralValleyAg

vimeo.com/centralvalleyag
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cvacoop.com

cvacoop.com

FIND A CENTRAL VALLEY AG

LOCATION NEAR YOU

FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF CVA LOCATIONS AND CONTACT INFORMATION, VISIT CVACOOP.COM.
@CentralValleyAg

vimeo.com/centralvalleyag
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CENTRAL VALLEY AG
2803 N Nebraska Ave | PO Box 429

York, Nebraska 68467
888.343.0323 | info@cvacoop.com

cvacoop.com
®

®


